
Round up of book related sites 
 
Wired for Books http://wiredforbooks.org is a wonderful site, inviting visitors to enter through 
The Red Door which reminded me very much of a childhood spent watching Playschool, but I 
digress. The red door in question here is a picture of the entrance to the Temple of Literature in 
Hanoi. Entering the site the visitors will find themselves invited to celebrate books, literature and 
reading. A busy page shows how full of features this site is. Primarily aimed at adults and 
possibly older teens there are plenty of opportunities to listen to audio dramatisations of classic 
texts as well as selections of poetry and short stories all read by notable people. It was however 
the children's section that I was most obviously interested in visiting and this carries a large 
feature on Beatrix Potter. The text and features from her stories can be accessed in English or 
Japanese! There are then audio versions in four languages, and a multimedia slide show. As well 
as all this there is a complete and unabridged audio version of Alice in Wonderland, Charles 
Dickens, Grimm and Just So. The content here may be limited but it is a great opportunity to 
listen to some of the most popular and yet perhaps least shared stories from the history of 
children's literature. This is not a site designed for children but it is a great one for adults to 
indulge in and families to share. 
  
The mission statement on Read Write Think http://www.readwritethink.org on the other hand 
states that their mission is to 'provide educators, parents, and after-school professionals with 
access to the highest quality practices in reading and language arts instruction by offering the 
very best in free materials'. This refers to the lesson plans for teachers, interactive resources for 
students including a resource on writing poetry and another on not only how to write prose but 
also how to be published. For parents and after school activities there are activities for children 
of all ages ranging from a book hunt for the youngest to poetry Blogs for teens. This is a great, 
well resourced and easily accessible site. 
  
Smories http://www.smories.com is a site packed with stories submitted by children and 
provides a brand new story each and every day - a tall order! It aims to be a continuous flow of 
stories, for kids and read by kids, an unthreatening place for them to share stories they have 
created and those they have loved. This is a great site to visit and enjoy, be surprised. Writers of 
the stories can be any age but readers must be under 16. There is a tremendous wealth of stories 
here so far, I urge you to dip in and have a go, surprise yourself and enjoy yourself exploring the 
wonderful world of stories! 
  
Finally if you have youngsters who are reluctant for any reason then they or you may like to have 
a look at Read Kiddo Read http://www.readkiddoread.com/home. Illustrated books, 
transitional, page turners and recommendations for older readers provide plenty of opportunity 
to encourage the whole family to find something they will enjoy. Whilst the choice is limited it is 
very current and there are lots of recommendations within genre so there really is something for 
everyone. 
  
If nothing else these sites should prove that reading and enjoying reading is still a popular option, 
regardless of the plethora of technology which surrounds us. Visit one or two, be surprised and 
surprise a child or two! 
 


